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Abstract
The state of the master zones planning in most of the Polish cities leaves much to be requested. It not exists from
both directions – from the perspective of rational grounds management and the accompanying its infrastructure and to
create a friendly environment for the work, leisure and residence, characteristic of dense social environment of today
urban organisms. It is easy to observe processes often chaotic spreading suburban areas with parallel progressive
resulting degradation of the downtown and the old industry districts.
Key words: Young city Gdansk, revitalization of the public spaces, postindustrial, social activities, Nowa
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Introduction
The negative effects of out of control re-urbanization processes exacerbated poor
advancement creating a local law governing spatial development in Spatial Master Planning.
Because of the relatively dynamic development of the economy and the growing aspirations of
citizens it increases demand for modern office, retail, residential and accompanying infrastructure,
it seems so that the solution to the issues identified in the first place is revitalization (renewal) of
these urban areas, where the substance has degraded and that's why they do not meet modern
economic, technical and social requirements.
Post industrial objects, especially shipyards quite often were designed in such a way that
sufficiently well to blend into the environment during their operation, even from the point of view
of their efficiency. Today, they are largely unused urban areas with access to the waterfront,
blocked for the public. Many times, unfortunately, much neglected and without any prospects.
Methods of research
It should be emphasized that the research is not about the restoration of individual object,
when we talk about space of the city. It would propose action of the area, when renewal of the space
is combined with a comprehensive and coordinated resolution of technical issues, economic,
cultural, and social, with a clear emphasis on the development of public spaces.
Research shows how to use every single piece of space inside the urbanized zone before it
will be moment to reach the outer areas. It looks like, and it is to prove this, in the beginning it
should be developed areas that maybe the subject to the revitalization and transformation based on
the Germans experience, to new, modern useful features with simultaneous densification building
up to the optimum level characteristic of the compact city, with a critical mass and the mixing of
function that will be foster the positive cooperation of residents and users of the area.
Results
A limitation to the revitalization activities is, in a sense of the legal aspect, lack of money for
their adaptation to the new features, and, perhaps above all, a lack of vision. The size and location
of the objects are often limitation in the actions of future investors or developers. These objects, left
without any initiative quickly make its technical life, strongly limiting the possibility of adaptation,
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which is a sad card of our time. It seems that the lack of any investments to shipyard areas is one of
the few only, after the post-industrial building to be used for this purpose.
Trying to interested potential investors in the capabilities of after post industrial shipyard
areas and encourage them to similar initiatives arose from my participation some interesting
suggestions for revitalizing objects in this category. Here I present a short presentation of these
studies.
Location. General characteristics of Gdansk
Commercial city Gdansk (ger. Danzig), with its 1000th years of tradition, celebrated its
millennium in 1997. Gdansk is one of the key Hanseatics cities, which during its industrialization
was famous for the construction of one of the largest Baltic shipyards called Caesar Shipyard
(Imperial Shipyard). In this city, on Westerplatte began World War II, which brought the total
destruction of the city, and especially its downtown. The post-war history of the place speaks about
extraordinary reconstruction of Gdansk old town. In the 80s the city of Gdansk with the shipyard in
front became famous as the birthplace of Solidarity, which was the beginning of a split of the
communist Eastern Bloc. City in the postwar period entered into 3-cities, called Trójmiasto with
Gdynia and Sopot interdependent.
Imperial Shipyard, the oldest part of the Gdansk shipyard, along with its whole has not been
specifically destroyed during the war. Historians trying to assess the state of affairs, especially in
contexts of the damage of the central part of the city. It turns out that for the occupants, as well as
liberating army yard's facilities were so militarily important, that, by the end of the war, were not
allowed thoughts on their destruction.
This gave an almost smooth implementation of the shipyard to the production in the
immediate post-war period, without changing its production profile. After the war, in the immediate
vicinity of the city of Gdansk, Gdynia was established with its modern port and accompanying
shipyard. Ultimately, it didn't have the effect of reducing of the production to virtually zero in
Gdansk. Global economic and political changes have led initially to a reduction in demand for
products, and later on the complete closure of production. Lack of managerial experience in people
deciding about production profile did not allow them to transform into a profile, which ended in
disaster for many shipyard workers.
Downsizing, closing of the job places was very frustrating, but had no effect on the changes in
the technical resources of the shipyard. It was made in a perfect way of the buildings maintained to
the present day in a very good condition requiring only the so-called "reuse".
These were the grounds for the developing of the project's action justified from an economic
point of view. There was prepared a study on spatial development of the Gdansk shipyard,
operating in the Polish consciousness as "young city of Gdańsk" (Fig. 1.).
Stakeholder's discussion on the development plan of the Imperial Shipyard – "Young
city of Gdansk – Nowa Walowa street" problems. Just like each else, this master zone plan was
not able to meet the needs of all stakeholders. The resulting environment interested in the fate of the
shipyard has focused its attention on two issues. Degradation of objects and shipyard cranes from
the perspective of conservation and cultural heritage was the first, and the second – use of the
serving communication at the former shipyard area. This last aspect deserves on a special attention
because it addresses important from the point of view of the users of that space matters concerning
the future quality of life in this place.
Nowa Walowa street, the name of the new serving of this motorway area is reasonably
defended by the author of the concept development of this area PhD. Arch. P. Lorens. There are no,
in his opinion, and this is unfortunately true, capabilities serving of this area with existing network
of the streets, while maintaining a very high intensity of development. Deal with this area in a
manner other than by a highway cannot be justified. Added to this are also extremely complicated
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aspects of civil-public relations in law, ownership aspects, and for example, not to mention of the
diversity of physiographic.

Fig. 1. Young city of Gdansk (NEW Town) – general context. Source: author work

However, the biggest problem, is the direction of the road course, associated with the
reverence of existing building structures, unfortunately, set parallel to the water line, which is a
barrier to access to the river (old course of the Vistula) for residents of Gdansk, using not only the
boulevards by the river.
The discussion, which took environmental of the stakeholders was really about not only the
communication system that supports the yard, but most of all philosophy/ideas emerging new
district there.

Fig. 2. Visualization of the Nowa Walowa Street in Gdansk showing the scale of the road, the boundary between
the access to the water line and urban structures. Source: http://trojmiasto.gazeta.pl/

Thanks to, inter alia, Professor Grzegorz Klaman activities (Janusz Lipiński "Dogęszczająca
rewitalizacja tkanki miejskiej poprzez współpracę publiczno- prywatną", p. 21-23), who together
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with a group of artists and activists, contributed to the Stakeholder Council of Young City, the
organization of an advisory and discussion, whereby improved exchange of information between
the public and private sectors, which are focused on the correct development of the new district of
Gdansk, succeeded after years of discussion, the compromise. Nowa Walowa Street is no longer a
barrier for pedestrians, trying to get to the water line and the buildings located at the shipyard. The
most surprising is that it was possible to elaborate a compromise after acceptation of the final
project of the implementation of the Nowa Walowa Street, and after beginning of the work on its
construction (2 pav.). So, really in the last moments. It shows Polish reality, and the force of the
determination in watching of correct way for the users of the city spaces.
The Nowa Walowa Street is currently implemented.
How to resolve the outstanding issue, namely the use of experimental German methods in
Polish conditions
In 1996, a group of science researchers from the Technical University of Gdansk on the
direction of Professor Mieczyslaw Kochanowski made development master plan named "Study of
revitalization the northern part of Gdansk downtown". Beginning from an absence of clear
developed downtown district, they proposed a new and active, multi-purpose downtown structure
developed on former industrial lands of the shipyard that were located in north direction from the
Old Gdansk's Town.
The general rule was the diversity of development and coexistence of multiple forms urban
landscape using relics of post-industrial and historical forms, development of the above-water
structures topics and the implementation of the tradition of fighting for freedom ("Road to the
freedom") into the designed urbanism.
They also pointed out that it is no common potential in these areas, for locating the special,
outstanding scale of the objects design in the expressive and modern architecture way and the
ability and also the need to implement significant system of public spaces.
Unfortunately, all the realization ambitions of the objectives of this plan were placed on the
resistance due to the lack of adequate financial resources for implementation.
Continuing the threads contained in the concept development of Gdansk shipyard area in
March 2013 was possible to organize international student workshop as part of the IP Consarch
2013. They aimed to resolve the current problems of the Gdansk Shipyard. The workshop was
attended by representatives of universities from Spain, Italy, Poland, France and Germany. The
experience of representatives from all countries has introduced a new quality to thinking about the
processes involved in the revitalization of the objects in this scale. However, the greatest activity
was influenced by the German side, the most experienced partner of the program.
German activities, which have a significant influence on the final shape of the achieved work
results, are inextricably connected with the preformed work methodology. With iron discipline it is
based on the conclusions drawn from the conducted on as many levels as possible of analysis.
In terms of Polish realities, in very specific way it looks understanding by German designer’s
analysis of the opinion of the stakeholder environments, which is the parent voice in decisions about
the direction of development of the project activities. In Poland, if it happens at all, the
environments come to the fore after the design phase and before the execution, building only
unnecessary conflicts. The image below shows the methodology shown how important for the
German designers is participation with local communities. "From the bottom" initiative, so strongly
underestimated in Poland as inappropriate from the point of view of a contact prepared and
unprepared persons to make the correct decisions are essentially the basis for any action there.
Before the CONSARCH 2013 - useful methodology. Students were obliged to start from
the analysis of the urban context – the relationship between the place and the city, the engineering
analysis of such technical assessment – any demolition suggestions, until the show functional
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solutions, tested new opportunities for the existing stagnant structure. In the individual groups of
studied subjects it was possible to achieve the following results of analysis on the professional level
from different points of interest (authors citation from Methodology of the Consarch II):
Planning aspects
 Research of the social aspects – contact with the citizens of the Gdansk, the editors of
the content and results of the questionnaire.
 Historical contexts and current use of the site – type of use, ownerships, site
specifications.
 Development plans of neighborhood – wider surrounding in city scale.
 Sustainable urban development – Urban master plan – key topics.
 Management of planning processes in urban and architecture redevelopment.
 Participatory planning.
 Respect of the industrial heritage and nature in architecture and urban scale.
 Dealing with natural assets.
 Landscape aspects – example – neighborhood of the Baltic sea.
 Protection and creation of the habitat.
Civil engineering / environmental technologies
 Technical assessment – Deconstruction of buildings, demolition of buildings, etc.
 Main infrastructure works.
 Management of the communication’s serving system structure.
 Management of the on-water structure.
 Technical aspects of industrial heritage.
Research of the current state of planning
 General planning principles of the city.
 Existing framework planning.
 Building plan – Master urban plan.
 Development architecture plan.
 Transport planning study.
 Annex: analysis of the all related planning documents.
Management instruments & tools
 Basics in general project management and project development.
 Documentation and Information.
 Role plays and best practices.
Related investigations
 External expertise / feasibility studies dealing with various planning options (contact
with experts).
 Cost benefit models of various land use options.
 Timeline of the realization.
 “Circumstances” to the development site.
Communication & marketing
 Communication with public and political sectors strategy and plan.
 Securing political and public dialogues.
 Ownership structure, pre-emption rights.
 Stakeholder involvement – participative approaches.
 Marketing of the shipyard.
 Creating an NEW image of the place.
 Monitoring the environmental problem.
 Informing and consulting the public.
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 Addressing local noise.
 Definition of milestones.
 Definition of critical stages.
 Developing.
All these types of analysis and the conclusions arising from them are in addition to the
procedures for determining the revitalization of its individual steps:
 preparation of the Local Development Plan: a review of the basic principles the city's
development policy in the face of ongoing economic, social, demographic and sociocultural structural changes, the definition of strategies integrated urban renewal;
 preparation of Local Revitalization Programme (LRP) by transferring local
development plan for the district level (area) as part of an integrated health of the city
areas in need of investment priority (areas priority);
 peparation of priority areas for urban renewal, subject to local revitalization plan;
 designating areas as part of the revitalization with types of the priority;
 reparation LRP Implementation Plan, which includes the following elements:
– identifying problems and the resources and potentials of the area;
– the organization and management of the implementation of the program;
– the activities and projects in order to solve the problems.
The attempt to deal with the implementation of the proposals of results is shown in a figure
below.
After the CONSARCH 2013 - effects of the work – conclusions. In the course of studies on
the assumptions resulting from the methodology we found that German's patterns are applied too
late. The existing master plan for this part of town authoritatively determines the gaps to make
changes. Analyzing the voices of interested circles in any changes we found that they are
unavoidable.
The problem associated with bad economical situation of developers, and the city showed the
impossibility of rapid achievement of the objectives of the plan. This has created a platform that
gives the possibility to produce changes, or even attempt to take this type of action. So, as I wrote
earlier, the German's legislation ensures access to all circles in a pre design stage. In Poland, the
situation is more complicated and not so obvious.
The results from the group of enthusiasts presented below shows next step of the discussion
about possible changes.

Fig.3. Analysis of the existing Spatial Master Plan (SMP)

Fig. 4. Diagram of the solutions built on the
analysis of the SMP – schematic view
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Beginning of in-depth research of the existing master plan (Fig. 3), and answer the questions
if it offers a possible evaluation it was possible to built main points of concentration of attention
were prepared answers on the main topics: heritage of the places, nature/culture and the
multifunction (Fig. 4, and 5).

Fig. 5. Illustration of the solutions built on the analysis of the SMP – plan view

The new range of functions showed a focus on the main communication's intersection of this
place – the cross of the Road to Freedom (Drogi do Wolności with Nowa Walowa street) (Fig. 6.)

Fig. 6. New proposal of the functions. Focusing on the immediate surroundings of the intersection
Nowa Wałowa Street/Road to freedom (Droga do Wolności)
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High number of conflicts based on the Nowa Walowa street caused interference in its
assumptions. It was built a concept showing the possibility of carrying out the activities of nonmotorized users of this area in a transverse direction to the road/barrier (Fig. 7 and 8).

Fig. 7. Solution based on effects of the discussion about condition of the Nowa Walowa Street. The main course
important pedestrian routes – Freedom, Water, and Culture Lines –left, and "Restructuring", raise of the barrier of the
Nowa Walowa Street accompanying with new functions – transverse direction right)

Fig. 8. Section of the communication cross between Nowa Walowa street and the Road to freedom (droga do Wolności).
Show of the scale of the designed space
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But the most important action was to show the possibility of creating a new quality of this
space in the directions completely unrecognized in master spatial plan, or requirements to be met by
the stakeholders, developers and city. The resulting called "Culture road."
Set in a sense, as a counterweight to the direction of the New Walowa street and parallel to
the water line, would connect the most distant parts of the site being developed common definition.
This solution is not completely naive from the point of view of economics implementation, only
suggests the possibility of adapting the space and buildings, other than that represented by the ideas
so far and this is its undeniable value (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Development of the issues "Culture road", with a special focus on the development of the immediate vicinity of
the waterline (top left – general plan of the situation, top right – plan of the section, middle – cross of the adaptation of
the space between the buildings, bottom – visualization of the changes
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Conclusions
Lack of appropriate legislative base, often associated with the formation of the dead, heavy in
the implementation spatial development plans, makes the process of the revitalization very difficult.
The trial, balancing opinions of all stakeholders: developers, social expectations to the specific
model of spatial order and the need for high-quality public spaces looks in these conditions very
complicated. Skipping “bottom-up“ initiatives in the development of plans is a bad practice.
German examples in this case can be easily implemented in Polish conditions, especially when they
show that the situation doesn't have to look that way. One would assume that the Germans did not
have our Polish problems, especially with the lack of suitable connected to the financial reserves,
and therefore for them it's easier to manage. It's also not quite look like that. The perspectives in
Germany are different, but the needs are different too, therefore, generally more problems in both
countries are similar.
The most important role in this area is to be open to public opinion, which, although can be
rarely specific, but it still carry most of all about an idea the desired model of the city that will be
built. Social activity may in fact contribute to the correction of specific spatial solutions
implemented by stakeholders of the Young City. (See activity Anety Szyłak – Instytut Sztuki
"Wyspa"). "An effective way to achieve real changes in the new districts, is to change the local law
enshrined in local plans, mode prescribed by statutory regulations. The proposed changes must
overtake practical implementation of elements of the new district, so it requires a current
monitoring the progress of the stakeholders and actively participate in both the planning process and
during the implementation of individual projects on certain areas" (Janusz Lipiński: "Dogęszczająca
rewitalizacja
tkanki
miejskiej
poprzez
współpracę
publicznoprywatną",
mlodemiasto.files.wordpress.com, Gdańsk 2014, p.23).
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